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Take Home Messages

• Predictive coding/learning is a powerful unified theory for designing 
cognitive mechanisms in robots.
– Various dynamics of cognitive development can be reproduced based 

on the theory.

• Consciousness emerge as a byproduct of the development of cognition 
functions.
– Cognitive behaviors require internal models which produce 

consciousness.



14-month-old Infants Cannot Recognize Self

(Discovery Channel “The Baby Human,” 2004)



… But, They Can Help Others



Underlying Mechanism?

Helping others (from 14 mo)
[Warneken & Tomasello,2006]

Self cognition (from 24 mo)
[Amsterdam, 1972; Povinelli et al., 1996]

Unified theory
?

Joint attention (from 12 mo)
[Butterworth & Jarrett, 1991]

[Moore et al., 1996]
[Brooks & Meltzoff, 2002]

Imitation (from 0 mo)
[Meltzoff & Moore, 1977]

[Heyes, 2001]

Reading intention (from 6 mo)
[Woodward, 1998]

[Gergely et al., 1995]

Expressing emotion (from 6 mo)
[Bridges 1930; Lewis, 2007]



Our Hypothesis: Predictive Learning
[Nagai & Asada, IROS-WS 2015]

Minimization of prediction error e(t+1) leads to
cognitive development during early infancy.

Prediction error
e(t+1) = s(t+1) − ŝ(t+1)
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(Modified from [Blakemore et al., 1999])



Our Hypothesis: Predictive Learning
[Nagai & Asada, IROS-WS 2015]

(a) Update the predictor through
sensorimotor experiences

à Self-other cognition, 
goal-directed action,
etc.

(b) Execute a predicted action in
response to others’ action

à Imitation, 
helping action,
etc.
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Minimization of prediction error e(t+1) leads to
cognitive development during early infancy.



Multimodal Predictive Learning for
Action Production and Perception

• Predictive learning to integrate
multimodal signals enables
infants to recall own motor
experiences while observing
others’ action
(i.e., mirror neuron system).
– Motor learning: integrating

visual v, tactile u, and motor m
signals

[Copete, Nagai, & Asada, ICDL-EpiRob 2016]

vision
vt−T+1 … vt

tactile
ut−T+1 … ut

motor
mt−T+1 … mt

…

vision
vt−T+1 … vt

tactile
ut−T+1 … ut

motor
mt−T+1 … mt

…

Predictor
(deep autoencoder)



Multimodal Predictive Learning for
Action Production and Perception

• Predictive learning to integrate
multimodal signals enables
infants to recall own motor
experiences while observing
others’ action
(i.e., mirror neuron system).
– Motor learning: integrating

visual v, tactile u, and motor m
signals

– Action observation: generating 
imaginary u and m from actual 
v à better prediction of v

[Copete, Nagai, & Asada, ICDL-EpiRob 2016]

vision
vt−T+2  … vt

tactile
ut−T+2  … ut

motor
mt−T+2  … mt

…

vision
vt−T+2  … vt+1 

tactile
ut−T+2  … ut+1

motor
mt−T+2  … mt+1

…



Results 1: Prediction of Others’ Goal

Input/output signals: 
• Vision: camera image (30)
• Tactile: on/off (3)
• Motor: joint angles of shoulder and 

elbow (4)

Predicted
image

Classifications
of prediction

Correct goal

Incorrect goal

− No goal

Actual image Predicted image

[Copete, Nagai, & Asada, ICDL-EpiRob 2016]



Result 2: Motor Experience Improved
Accuracy of Prediction

Correct goal

Incorrect goal

No goal

W/ motor experience W/o motor experience (only observation)

[Copete, Nagai, & Asada, ICDL-EpiRob 2016]

Reaching for left

Reaching for center

Reaching for right



Multimodal Predictive Learning for
Emotion Imitation
• Emotion is perceived through inference of interoceptive and

exteroceptive signals. [Seth et al., 2012]

• Predictive learning of multimodal signals enables infants to estimate
and imitate others’ emotion by putting themselves in others’ shoes
(i.e., mirror neuron system).

Emotion

Visual
(facial expression)

Visual
(hand movement)

Auditory
(speech)

[Horii, Nagai, & Asada, Paladyn 2016]



Prediction of Sensory Signals Improves the 
Estimation of Emotion

Only auditory input is given.
à Imaginary visual signals 
improved the estimation of 
emotion.

[Horii, Nagai, & Asada, Paladyn 2016]



Different Level of Consciousness in 
Autism Spectrum Disorder



What Letters Can You See?

• People with ASD recognize the 
local letter quicker than the global 
letter. [Behrmann et al., 2006]
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Fig. 2. Examples of stimuli and results of global/local task. (a) Four com-
pound stimuli, two of which are consistent and share identity at the global
and local level and two of which do not share identity at the global and local
level. (b) RT (and one SE) for means for control and autism group for global
and local identification as a function of consistency.

shared identity (a large H made of smaller Hs and a large S
made of small Ss) or inconsistent letters, in which the letters
at the two levels had different identities (a large H made
of small Ss and a large S made of small Hs; see Fig. 2a).
The global letter subtended 3.2◦ in height and 2.3◦ in width,
and the local letter subtended 0.44◦ in height and 0.53◦ in
width.
The experiment consisted of the factorial combination

of two variables in a repeated measures design: globality
(global identification versus local identification), and con-
sistency (consistent stimuli versus inconsistent stimuli). The
two tasks, local or global identification, were administered
in separate blocks of 96 experimental trials each, preceded
by 10 practice trials. The consistent and inconsistent letters
were randomized within block with each letter occurring on
an equal number of trials, for a total of 192 trials. Before each
block, participants were verbally instructed to respond to the
global or local letters. Each trial was initiated with a central
fixation cross of 500ms duration. This was immediately re-
placed by one of the four possible stimuli, which remained
centrally on the screen until a response was made. Partici-
pants were instructed to press the left key on the button box
(or keyboard) to indicate a response of ‘s’ or the right key
for ‘h’. The order of the blocks and response designation was
counterbalanced across subjects.

4.1.2. Results and discussion
At the outset, we note that there is neither a group differ-

ence between autistic and control subjects, nor an interaction
of any sort, in the accuracy data (all F< 1). Autistic and con-
trol subjects were correct on average 98% (S.D., 2%) and
98.2% (S.D., 1.3%) of the time, respectively. The high ac-
curacy rate is not surprising given the unlimited exposure
duration and ease of task (making s/h decisions). The RT
data, calculated on the median for each subject for each con-
dition, reveals a significant three-way interaction between
group× globality (global and local)× consistency (consis-
tent and inconsistent) (F(1,39) = 4.9, p< 0.05). There are also
main effects of group and of globality (p< 0.0001). As is evi-
dent from Fig. 2b, under these testing conditions, the control
subjects responded quickly and showed a slight advantage
for global over local identification (23ms) and a slight asym-
metry with greater slowing in the inconsistent case (relative
to the congruent case) when local identification is required
(interference from globally incongruous letter) than when
global identification is required (interference from locally
incongruous letters). This global advantage and the global-
to-local interference replicates the standard findings (Navon,
2003), although the condition differences may not be as large
as usual given the unlimited duration and repeated foveal pre-
sentation.
The autistic subjects were slower than the control sub-

jects overall, but most importantly, a different pattern of per-
formance is observed for them (Fig. 2b). The autistic group
is overall faster for local than global identification although
this difference comes from the inconsistent trials: there is no
statistically significant difference between global and local
identification in the consistent case, but in the inconsistent
case, local identification is faster than global identification
(p< 0.05). The latter result, namely greater slowing in the
inconsistent case when global identification is required, in-
dicates a large local-to-global interference. The faster local
identification and the local-to-global interference both indi-
cate that autistic individuals show a local bias in their pro-
cessing. It is the case, however, that there is no obvious local
advantage in the consistent case suggesting that there may
be some partial processing of the global identity too which,
when congruent with the local letter, can be extracted.We can
infer then that, under the conditions employed here, the autis-
tic individuals were able to derive the global configuration in
the consistent condition, but that their local bias gave rise
to large interference in the inconsistent condition, suggest-
ing that it was difficult to attain a stable global configuration
when the elements had a conflicting identity.
Given the ongoing controversy in the autism literature con-

cerning the extent to which processing is locally biased and
the extent to which configural processing is possible, and
given the suggestion that the autistic group in this experi-
ment may be able to derive the global identity as well as
the local identity in the consistent case, we examined the
data of each autistic subject individually. To this end, we cal-
culated the number of autistic individuals who fall outside



Difficulty in Feeling Hunger in ASD

• Feeling of hunger is hard to be recognized and requires conscious
process of selecting and integrating proper sensory signals. 
[Ayaya & Kumagaya, 2008]

heavy-
shoulder

heavy-
headed

cold limbs

immobile

itchy
scalp

spaced-out
moving
stomach

yucky

frustrated
chest

discomfortabout
to fall

tightened
chestunknown

pain
sad

feeling of hunger

1. Equally perceive 
multimodal sensations 

2. Enhance hunger-relevant 
signals while diminishing 
hunger-irrelevant signals

3. Recognize hunger by 
integrating relevant 
signals

: likely relevant to hunger              : limited to hunger
: likely irrelevant to hunger            : psychological



Schizophrenia-like Behaviors Generated by 
Modifications in Neural Network [Yamashita & Tani, 2012]

• Multiple timescale recurrent 
neural network (MTRNN)

– Lower layer (fast context): 
behavioral primitives

– Higher layer (slow context): 
combinations of primitives



Schizophrenia-like Behaviors Generated by 
Modifications in Neural Network [Yamashita & Tani, 2012]

• Multiple timescale recurrent 
neural network (MTRNN)

– Lower layer (fast context): 
behavioral primitives

– Higher layer (slow context): 
combinations of primitives

With noise  



[Qin et al., ICDL-EpiRob 2014; Nagai et al., JCSS 2015] (Yomiuri TV, 2015.04.15)

Atypical Visual Perception in ASD



Take Home Messages

• Predictive coding/learning is a powerful unified theory for designing 
cognitive mechanisms in robots.
– Various dynamics of cognitive development can be reproduced based 

on the theory.

• Consciousness emerge as a byproduct of the development of cognition 
functions.
– Cognitive behaviors require internal models which produce 

consciousness.

• Different levels of consciousness in ASD provide deeper insights 
into the roles of consciousness.
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